
The
Psychological
Traits of Students
based on Socio-

Economic level 

vs
Cluster A School

Students group from mid-

high Socio-economic level

Cluster B School
Students group from mid-

low Socio-economic level

Cluster A School (Students from mid-high

socio-economic level)

Cluster B School (Students from mid-low

socio-economic level)

127 sample :

Every fingerprint from the sample scanned and

analyzed by PRiADI psychological fingerprints

analysis system.

The results of the analysis below show a

significant comparison of personality traits

between the two groups.
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82% of Cluster A School Samples

predicted tend to be analytic, logical,

and factual in problem-solving. In

other words, most students who came

from this mid-high family rated had

high analytical skills.

Most Cluster B School Samples

predicted tend to be analytic,

logical, and factual in problem-

solving.  The remaining 30% rated

tend to be pragmatic in dealing with

problems.

67% of Cluster A School samples

predicted tend to have a need to control

others, competitive, and dominant in

leadership. The remaining 33% tend to

compromise or even permissive.

Analytical Thinking

Dominant

70%82%

83%67%

Most Cluster B School samples or

83% predicted tend to have a need

to control others, competitive, and

dominant in leadership. The other

small part predicted the opposite.
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Most Cluster A School Samples

predicted tend to have need

intimacy when relating to others and

some of them need social approval in

decision making or judgment. The

rest of them tend to be independent

or even social withdrawing.

92% of Cluster B School Samples

predicted has the same tendency

as most of Cluster A School even

more. It might indicate most of the

sample from this mid-low family has

a higher social closeness.

57% of Cluster A School Samples

predicted got need to be noticed

and tend to show off in social

circumstances. The rest of them

tend to have high shyness and

comfortable working behind the

screen.

Most Cluster B School Samples

(82% of them) predicted got need

to be noticed and tend to show off

in social circumstances. It might

indicate most of them had strong

social needs and socially

prominent.

Social Dependency

Need to be Noticed

92%70%

82%57%

78%55%

42%60%

Communicative

Emotional Stability

Aggressiveness

68%52%

Still related to the above social

aspects, half of Cluster A School

samples predicted communicative.

The rest of them tend to straight

forward in communication and

reserved.

78% of Cluster B School Samples or

majority predicted communicative,

often use subtle words and

persuasive in communication. Their

self-confidence helps them in

influencing others and negotiating.

60% of Cluster A School samples

predicted have high emotional self-

regulation or stability. Probably

because most of them predicted

more tends to be analytical in

problem-solving before they act.

On the other hand, 42% of the B

Cluster School Sample shows tend

to be emotionally stable. Most of

them predicted to be more

emotional & direct in expressing

their feelings.

Half of Cluster A School samples

predicted being assertive in dealing

with conflict. And the rest of them

tends to compromise or even avoid

conflict. Probably it might be

related to their emotional stability.

68% of Cluster B School samples

tend to be more assertive in

dealing with conflict. Some of

them might be even aggressive

when feeling others

underestimate their self-dignity.
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Get Bored Easily

Agility

60%

PRIADI.ID

Most Cluster A School samples (67%)

tend to adapt easily in routines

without getting bored. Probably it due

to they need stability in their life and

less need variety.

60% of Cluster B School samples

tend to get bored easily in

routines. It due to most of them

need variety, stimulus, and

innovation in their life.

63% of Cluster A School samples

predicted had drive to keep moving.

And the rest of them predicted less

active or even easily tired. It

Predicted due to some of them tend

to comfortable as a thinker than a

doer in many situations.

The majority of Cluster B School samples

tend to possess the high stamina and

natural drive to keep moving. Probably

this is in line with the above findings if

someone tends to be more emotional and

aggressive it is predicted to have the drive

to channel higher physical energy.
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87%

33%

63%


